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INTRODUCTION
Breakdown of articular cartilage is an important feature of knee osteoarthritis (OA).
The earliest changes in articular cartilage are alterations in the biochemical composition of the extracellular matrix (ECM), a network of collagen fibrils and glycoproteins. These compositional changes may predispose to the development of focal defects, which in turn may lead to more diffuse cartilage loss associated with established OA.
Cartilage compositional MRI techniques such as Tͱrho relaxometry, TͲ relaxometry and delayed gadolinium enhanced MRI of cartilage (dGEMRIC) are sensitive to changes in cartilage ECM composition, and provide a way to detect degeneration before gross morphological changes become apparent. This contrasts with conventional clinical MRI which can detect focal defects and diffuse cartilage loss but is limited in its ability to detect earlier changes in cartilage composition.
Compositional MRI techniques may therefore allow identification of individuals suitable for intervention at an earlier stage, before irreversible changes occur. They also have the potential to assess response to treatments designed to repair or regenerate cartilage or slow degradation 1 .
Previous systematic reviews have assessed the reliability and discriminative validity of radiographic and conventional clinical MRI assessment of knee osteoarthritis [2] [3] [4] .
However, there has been no systematic review which has evaluated the reliability or discriminative validity of cartilage compositional techniques. This was identified as a gap in the literature in recent Osteoarthritis Research Society International (OARSI) guidelines for the use of imaging in the setting of OA clinical trials 5 .
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2 As cartilage compositional MRI techniques grow in popularity it is important to understand how reliable the techniques are and how well they can distinguish cartilage in individuals with OA compared to cartilage in healthy controls. Accordingly, the aim of this study was to assess the reliability and discriminative validity of cartilage compositional MRI in knee osteoarthritis.
For the purposes of this review, we use the term "reliability" to encompass both repeatability (measurement precision with conditions remaining unchanged between repeat measurements e.g. same observer, same MR platform) and reproducibility (measurement precision with conditions changing between repeat measurements, e.g. 
METHODS
This systematic review and meta-analysis undertaken in accordance with the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) recommendations 7 .
Protocol & Registration
The study review protocol was prospectively registered on PROSPERO, the international prospective register of systematic reviews (available at www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.asp?ID=CRDʹͲͰͱͶͰʹ͵Ͳ͵Ͱ).
Eligibility criteria
We considered in-vivo studies in human subjects involving at least one cartilage compositional MRI technique at the knee. The list of compositional techniques considered included, but was not limited to, Tͱrho relaxometry, TͲ relaxometry, TͲ* relaxometry, delayed gadolinium enhanced MRI of cartilage (dGEMRIC), sodium imaging, glycosaminoglycan chemical exchange saturation transfer imaging (gagCEST), diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). For a study to be included, it needed to provide reliability data on the technique used (either in subjects with OA or healthy controls or both) or provide measurements comparing subjects with OA to a control group (i.e. discrimination data), or provide both reliability and discrimination data. We considered only full-text papers reporting original data. Conference abstracts, review papers, letters to the editor and opinion pieces were excluded. We limited included studies to those published in English.
Studies using animal models or human tissues ex-vivo were excluded. 
Information sources
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Study selection
Two researchers performed initial screening to identify potentially eligible studies per inclusion and exclusion criteria. The full-texts of all potentially eligible papers were then evaluated to enable a final decision on inclusion. Discrepancies were resolved by discussion between the reviewers.
Data extraction and list of items
Data extraction was performed by a single researcher using a piloted electronic data collection form and subsequently verified by a second researcher, with disagreements resolved by discussion. Where a study was considered potentially eligible but data were not presented in an extractable format (e.g. presented in a figure without raw values), the corresponding study author was contacted by email to attempt to obtain the relevant data.
Data extracted for all studies included the following: year of publication, number of participants, age and sex of participants, study design, definition of OA used by the study (if applicable), details of the MR acquisition protocol, MR field strength, experience and training of image analysts, blinding of image analysts to additional
clinical information (e.g. OA/control status) and type of regional or subregional analysis performed.
We divided study participants with OA into those with mild OA (Kellgren-Lawrence (KL) grades ͱ-Ͳ), severe OA (KL grades ͳ-ʹ) or OA not otherwise specified (NOS) when the study did not provide the information required to stratify 8 .
Risk of bias in primary studies
The risk of bias for studies of reliability was performed by a single reviewer using a modification of the Quality Appraisal of Diagnostic Reliability (QAREL) tool relevant to our analysis 9 . Assessment of risk of bias in studies of discriminative validity was performed using a modification of the revised Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy (QUADAS-Ͳ) tool 10 . Full details of the modifications made to QAREL and
QUADAS-Ͳ tools are presented in the Supplemental Materials
Data analysis
The primary endpoint for the reliability assessment was a narrative summary of the reliability statistics for intra and inter-observer and test-retest reliability.
A meta-analysis was not appropriate due to the heterogeneity in methods for calculating reliability metrics from the included studies. For example, the coefficient of variation (CV) may be presented as a single value, or the root-mean-square average of several values (RMSCV). There are numerous approaches to computing the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) which prevent pooling, and directly comparing ICC across different populations could be misleading 11, 12 . For the purposes of our review we used an interpretation of ICC values based on Landis and Koch We assessed the appropriateness for meta-analysis by assessing the data extraction table for study heterogeneity in cohort characteristics, imaging technique, analysis technique and study processes. Where study heterogeneity was evident for one or more of these factors, a narrative analysis was undertaken. When this did not occur, a meta-analysis was undertaken. In each analysis, statistical heterogeneity was calculated through the I Ͳ statistic. Fixed effects models were used to pool outcome measures with low heterogeneity (I Ͳ ≤ ͱͰ%), whereas random effects models were used to pool outcome measures with high heterogeneity (I Ͳ > ͱͰ%). We used a strict I Ͳ threshold as we wished to minimize the risk of any 'unknown' heterogeneity from influencing the interpretation of our analyses, particularly as we placed emphasis on excluding 'known' heterogeneity in our assessment of study characteristics.
All meta-analyses were performed using Review Manager version ͵.ͳ (The Cochrane Collaboration) 14 .
[
RESULTS
Study selection
Database searching identified ͶͶ͵ citations, with an additional ͷ citations identified through other sources (personal databases, reference lists of included studies, contents tables of key journals). The full-text version of ͱͲ articles was retrieved for detailed review. Forty-eight articles were included in the reliability assessment, ͱͶ articles were included in the discrimination validity assessment and ͱͰ articles were included in both evaluations (Figure ͱ ) .
Reliability study characteristics
Characteristics of included studies are reported in Table ͱ . Data from ͱ,ʹͷͳ subjects were included in the reliability analysis. The most commonly used compositional technique was TͲ relaxometry, featuring in ͳͶ of ͵ (ͶͲ%) studies. The number of participants in each study ranged from five to Ͳ (median ͲͰ). The mean (standard deviation, SD) age of participants was ʹͶ.Ͳ (ͱʹ.͵) years. Fifty-three percent of included subjects were female.
[ 
Discriminative validity study characteristics
Characteristics of included studies are reported in table Ͳ. Data from ͷͶͶ subjects were included in the discriminative validity analysis. The most commonly used compositional technique was TͲ relaxometry, featuring in ͱͷ of ͲͶ (Ͷ͵%) studies. The number of participants in each study ranged from ͱ͵ to ͱ͵Ͳ (median ͳͳ). The mean (SD) age of OA subjects was ͵.ͳ (ʹ.) years compared to ʹͰ.
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(ͱͱ.ͷ) years in control subjects with females representing ͵Ͷ% of OA subjects compared to ͵Ͳ% of controls. Eight studies included subjects with mild OA, three studies included both subjects with mild OA and subjects with severe OA and ͱ͵ studies did not stratify OA severity and were considered as OA (NOS) for our analyses.
Risk of bias in primary studies
Full results of quality assessments of reliability and discriminative validity studies are presented in the Supplemental Materials. Overall, the quality of the evidence was moderate for the reliability assessment and moderate for the discriminant validity assessment. Recurrent weaknesses for the reliability data included the assessment of reliability in only healthy volunteer subjects, lack of information regarding image analyst experience or training, and lack of information regarding image analyst blinding to previous results for studies of intra and inter-observer reliability. Recurrent weaknesses for the discrimination validity data included the use of unmatched control subjects and the potential lack of blinding of image analysts to subject group.
Reliability outcomes
The results of the reliability analysis are presented in Table ͱ and Figure Ͳ.
ͱ. TͲ relaxometry
Intra-observer ICCs ranged from Ͱ.ͳͰ to Ͱ. and CVs ranged from Ͱ. to ʹ.ͷ%.
Studies featuring multiple subregional analyses tended to report lower ICC values 65 .
Inter-observer ICCs ranged from Ͱ.ͱͷ to Ͱ. and CVs ranged from ͱ.Ͱ to ͱͲ.Ͳ%. Again, studies which performed analysis on multiple small subregions and analysis of multiple . Three studies examined test-retest reliability in a multi-center setting, reporting CVs between Ͳ.ͳ and ͵.ͳ% for major compartments and up to ͱʹ% for subregional analyses 16, 39, 45 .
Ͳ. Tͱrho relaxometry
One study provided intra-observer reliability data, with a CV of ͳ.% . Two studies examined test-retest reliability in a milticenter setting, reporting a CVs of ʹ.% for major compartments and up to ͱ.% for subregional analyses 39,45 .
ͳ. dGEMRIC
Intra-and inter-observer reliability data were reported by two studies each, with excellent agreement (ICCs > Ͱ.) and CVs of less than ͳ% 15, 48, 67 . Test-retest reliability was excellent (ICCs > Ͱ.͵, CV ʹ.Ͳ to ͷ.ʹ%) apart from one study comparing different Tͱ mapping techniques for dGEMRIC which reported ICC values as low as Ͱ and a CV of ͱͱ% for a variable flip angle (VFA) technique 61 .
ʹ. Others
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11 Intra-and inter-observer reliability data were also reported for sodium imaging, gagCEST, TͲ* relaxometry, Tͱ relaxometry (without contrast), magnetization transfer (MT) imaging and ultrashort TE TͲ* (UTE-TͲ*) relaxometry, with excellent agreement (ICCs > Ͱ.) for gagCEST, TͲ*, MT and UTE-TͲ*, CVs of ͵.ͱ to ͵.% for Tͱ mapping and CVs of .ͱ to ͱͱ.ʹ% for sodium imaging.
Test-retest reliability data were reported for the above techniques as well as DTI.
Excellent test-retest reliability ICCs were demonstrated for TͲ* (Ͱ.ͳ) and sodium imaging (Ͱ.ͱ) 49, 50 . Test-retest CVs were generally less than ͱͰ% except for sodium imaging which had test-retest CVs between .ͱ and ͱͲ.ͳ% 32, 43 .
FIGURE 2]
Synthesis of results -discriminative validity
Results of the meta-analysis of discriminative validity are presented in Table ͳ and .
ʹ. Additional analyses
When we restricted our analysis to studies that had control groups matched to OA subjects for age, we could pool data for TͲ and Tͱrho relaxometry comparing OA (NOS) subjects with controls. Both techniques retained significant discrimination between subjects with OA and controls (p < Ͱ.ͰͰͱ), but with lower SMD values of Ͱ.ͳͲ (Ͱ.ͲͰ to Ͱ.ʹʹ) for TͲ and Ͱ.ͳʹ (Ͱ.ͱͷ to Ͱ.͵ͱ) for Tͱrho.
9392
.
For all techniques studied, there was significant statistical heterogeneity between different cartilage regions. This concurs with previous work demonstrating significant spatial variation in articular cartilage compositional values at the knee, and potentially suggests that changes in cartilage composition due to OA also show substantial spatial variation 70, 76, 94 .
The principal role for cartilage compositional MRI is the detection of adverse changes in cartilage composition prior to morphological damage. Therefore, they are of greatest potential utility in subjects with mild OA and are of questionable value once the disease is more advanced 95 . SMD values for Tͱrho and TͲ relaxometry, which showed significant discrimination validity for mild OA population, correspond to relatively small absolute differences between mild OA subjects and controls of ͳ.͵ ms (͵% CI ͱ.
-͵.Ͳ ms) for Tͱrho and ͱ. ms (ͱ.Ͳ -Ͳ.ͷ ms) for TͲ. Although statistically significant differences have been demonstrated between groups in this meta-analysis, it is M A N U S C R I P T
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15 questionable whether these differences are of of clinical significance, that is of sufficient magnitude to provide useful clinical discrimination when interpreting a single measurement. Moreover, these small differences may be exaggerated because few control groups were matched to OA subjects for important characteristics such as age or sex.
This study has some unavoidable limitations. First, we have considered reliability and discrimination validity of cartilage compositional MRI, but not responsiveness to change. This will be an important factor to consider when using cartilage compositional MRI as an imaging biomarker of response to treatment, and from a clinical utility point of view it may be that the magnitude of intra-subject change is more important than absolute mean differences between OA and control groups.
However, at present, there have not been sufficient studies in this area to permit pooled analysis. Moreover, the majority of studies which have used cartilage compositional MRI in a longitudinal setting do not report sufficient data to allow calculation of standardized response means for pooling. Second, the quality of included studies was variable for both reliability and discriminative validity studies.
The reliability values reported across different studies were consistent suggesting that substantial bias affecting the results of this part of the review had not been introduced by these factors. However, discriminative validity results did vary between studies, as indicated by moderate heterogeneity in the meta-analyses.
In conclusion, this systematic review and meta-analysis has demonstrated that cartilage compositional MRI techniques are reliable and, in the case of TͲ and Tͱrho relaxometry, able to discriminate between subjects with OA and controls.
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